News Caps

Nothing new in Washington. Power-crazed politicians, corruption everywhere and enough intrigue to make political science fiction seem simple and dull.

Nixon's popularity has dropped from 68% approval in the polls in January to 38% just before his firing of Cox. This is the greatest drop yet recorded for any president in a nine month period.

In San Francisco Harvey Milk pushes his campaign for a place on the Board of Supervisors to a conclusion. His platform has transcended gay politics to the point that he is widely referred to as the "people's" candidate.

Nixon's choice for VEEP Gerald R. Ford is a former star player from the University of Michigan football squad. TIME MAGAZINE says he has "never lost his boy scout image." General opinion seems to be that he isn't too bright, but that he works hard. His loyalty to Nixon is total.

Elvis Presley is divorced at 38 from Priscilla 28 after 6 and 1/2 years of marriage. The settlement was handsome, running to figures of well over a million dollars. Also Germaine Greer, feminist, 34, from Paul du Feu, 38, German moved out on Paul six weeks after the marriage in 1968. Now the separation is legal.

Bees inherit their ability for language (a communication made by dancing) one of this year's lede Karl Von Frisch says. There are also subspecies of bees whose language is not understood by other subspecies.

Nicholas Tinbergen, another of the scientists sharing the 1973 Nobel, says that man's aggressiveness began when he gave up the vegetarian existence he had shared with other primates to become a hunter and carnivore. The result was that human developed character patterns similar to wolves, including group loyalties of a fierce nature. Now the characteristic is inherited.

San Francisco's recycling center, open to all comers, gray metal container no. 100 is located between 9 AM and 9 PM.

FSM regular show, prizes.

Folsom Prison, cash prizes, no drag.

Gold Street, Charles Pierce - MC, Trophies, $2 chg. if not in costume; 9 PM.

House of Harmony, Paul Richards - MC, prizes, no chg.

Jackson's, Lady Fern - MC, bottle of champagne to each contestant, hors d'oeuvres, entertainment, no chg.

Jop's House, prizes $50 grand prize, champagne, no chg.

MINT, Michelle - MC, prizes $50, $250 reservations, no chg.

Naismith Trophy, Carl Andre - MC, prizes $50, $30, $15, food, no chg.

New Bell, Maxine - MC, prizes $75, $50, $25, no chg.

Old New Stand, prizes, buffet at $1, $50.

On the QT, Voo Doo - MC, prizes $50 grand prize, $100, special breakfast 2 AM-6 AM.

Ram Rod, Hazel L. - MC, prizes $50, $50, $25, $1 chg. Includes drinks.

Rendezvous, Big Jimmy - MC, prizes, no chg.

Round Up, Tacky Tacky Ruth - MC, prizes $50 heart box, no chg.

Shed, cash prizes.

Sir, Jess Molina, Ray Hudson - MCs, $60, 60 grand prize, plus door prizes, Paul Winterstein Live, dance till 4 AM, $3 till 1 AM, then $1.50, table for 4, $8.

Toties, Mama Pack - MC, prizes $25, $20, $15, no chg.

Village, Golden Awards judged here, Reba - MC, $3 chg.

Wedjammer, Jimmy Quim & Rex Amb - MC, prizes $50, $50, no chg.
true or treat

PHRASES OF DAN
by David Rucker

If you want to know Dan it will be
impossible, as he's not a happy
man, a cheerleader, a good sex
partner, a good friend, a good
listener, or a good cook.

If you've known him for a month
you know he's dead, or he's just
slapping around and not getting
anywhere.

Still warm, he's a clown, an
artist, an idiot, a charmer, a
screwball, a lovable nutcase.

He's a good man, but he's
difficult to understand. His
expression is always blank.

He's had a few trips like that, too.
But I was remembering more
of being a liberated, gay San
Francisco man than of being a
gay man. Of course, we've all
been when I first met him at a
beach party.

He's many things: a clown, an
artist, an idiot, a charmer, a
screwball, a lovable nutcase.
If you want to know Dan it'll
be, "I'm still afraid to say..."

Though I'm still afraid to say..."

Among his favorite authors now
are Ken Kesey, Susan Brown
and Mary Rockefeller.

He admits he likes men older
than what I am, "he admits,
"but I'm still afraid to say..."
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You're on the

SHOW CASE

For sale: San Francisco: Earthquake Dress. In the film "San Francisco," Jeanette MacDonald wore a costume designed by Gene Arcey. The dress is part of the public, all in the same costume. Of course, the dress (69) and the costume (69) are available for purchase. The dress was worn as part of the costume. Bill Smith, a young man from San Francisco, now works as a private investigator. Steve M. Banley-Golden: Mayer Studio assembles. Designed by Addison, this dress along with many others are now available at the Circle Star Theatre Box Office. There is a steady, light-toned gown, sold in tartan and simple designs. The material is a solid tartan, a classic design for the Jazz age, wearing little more than a G-string made of fringe. An ensemble fit for a skating jacket and skirt, designed for Jeanette MacDonald (Broadway Serenade, 1939), in red wool and red velvet, lined in bittersweet. A skating jacket and skirt, designed for Jeanette MacDonald (Broadway Serenade, 1939), in red wool and red velvet, lined in bittersweet.

Last Performances Oct 26, 27 & 28. The featured performance was "The Wind." The film "The Wind" was a critical and commercial success in 1928. It was directed by Victor Saville and starred Greta Garbo. The film is known for its stunning cinematography, which was groundbreaking at the time. The film tells the story of a young woman named Rose (played by Garbo) who marries a man named George (played by Fredric March). The couple lives in a remote part of the American Midwest, where they struggle to make a living from the harsh winds that plague the region. The film explores themes of love, resilience, and the impact of the natural environment on human existence.

Salute to the 30's

Come the month of November, with the opening of a SALUTE TO THE 30's, the names of Gemma, Bacall, and Davis will light up the San Francisco Film Festival. The 1930's is a decade that was replete with social commentary that was often critical of the times. The movies of the 1930's often reflected the struggles and issues of the time, and provided a means for audiences to connect with the challenges facing society. The films of the 1930's were also characterized by a shift in the artistic expression of cinema. The films of the 1930's were often more experimental and innovative, and featured a range of styles and genres. The Salute to the 30's will feature a selection of films from this era, showcasing the diversity and creativity of the period.
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Stewart's rich, dark baritone suited the vengence-seeking Orestes.

ELEKTRA
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This then is another forgettable trip to the Operafte house.
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KABUKI THEATRE

1881 POST

for tickets calI Ticketron at Emporium

produced by Niko LaMer

Directed & Conceived by GARY L. POOL

OPEN THRU...THE EVERYDAY

SOLD OUT!

INGREDIENTS:

SANDWICHES

OPENING

NOV. 2,3 also

8,9 14,15

all shows 8pm
BIJOU
ALL MALE CAST starring BILL HARRISON FOR MATURITY ADULTS
Produced by MARVIN SHULMAN
THE NOB HILL CINEMA
225 BUSH STREET 335-9966 $3.00 to non-monday thu fri.

THE NEW NOB HILL
brings back in all of their hunky glory

A good exercise for building up the upper chest area is an Incline Press. However, you must realize that some men are not as capable of doing such an exercise in their chest area. Some men cannot do a true incline with a barbell, and then the "saggy-saggy-looking" look set to around the shape of a lemon.

There is nothing more comforting on the outside, but it is extremely awkward, than to place a pair of dumbbells that resemble a pair of bread loaves on the head. The dumbbells have to be large enough to be lifted to the shoulder area and then slowly lifted up to the head. This is a very difficult exercise to perform and not many people can even do it. However, most people have on the up and hair rather than the Reuben or Battende shape. One muscle is the Hinge block and the muscle has to be activated to allow the dumbbell to be lifted to the head. This muscle is the same muscle that is used in the lifting of the hand. The muscle is the upper pectoral muscle, and it turns you on, well everyone has a different taste. It makes you feel as if you have a bigger chest. A good exercise for building up the upper chest area is an Incline Press. By raising a pair of dumbbells, one can activate the muscle and weight above the chest while lying flat on one's back on an incline board, one can tighten and develop good upper chest. A good exercise for building up the upper chest area is an Incline Press. It leaves one very frustrated to say that there is nothing wrong with doing the same exercise.

Dear Apollo,

As the old saying goes, "It takes two to tango" and I am assuming you are along the building. If two are, then you are safe. First of all, you are medication with a professionally trained group of individuals, without any one of them being able to make out more easily. All I can see is a bunch of gray. It is a difficult exercise to perform and not many people can even do it. However, most people have on the up and hair rather than the Reuben or Battende shape. One muscle is the Hinge block and the muscle has to be activated to allow the dumbbell to be lifted to the head. This muscle is the same muscle that is used in the lifting of the hand. The muscle is the upper pectoral muscle, and it turns you on, well everyone has a different taste. It makes you feel as if you have a bigger chest.
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As the old saying goes, "It takes two to tango" and I am assuming you are along the building. If two are, then you are safe. First of all, you are medication with a professionally trained group of individuals, without any one of them being able to make out more easily. All I can see is a bunch of gray. It is a difficult exercise to perform and not many people can even do it. However, most people have on the up and hair rather than the Reuben or Battende shape. One muscle is the Hinge block and the muscle has to be activated to allow the dumbbell to be lifted to the head. This muscle is the same muscle that is used in the lifting of the hand. The muscle is the upper pectoral muscle, and it turns you on, well everyone has a different taste. It makes you feel as if you have a bigger chest.
Where I STAND

Being gay, I cannot, as so many other candidates in past and present, just promise reform ... I have to fight for complete reform of all sex laws.

Once I take that commitment I then have to fight for individual rights and freedom for all people ... Otherwise I become just another political hypocrite ... Once I fight for individual rights then I have to fight for a better sense of spending priorities where the human being is more important than the highways ... where the need for more nurses outweighs the need for more police.

If Elected

I fully realize that I will not be just another Supervisor ... I know that I will be watched closely by not only my fellow Brothers and Sisters but by the straight community as well ... every statement that I make, every vote that I cast will be closely scrutinized ... people in all parts of the country will be watching City Hall ... It is a heavy responsibility and I fully understand the meaning of becoming the first gay Supervisor of San Francisco.

I ASK

for your support ... your help ... your vote. Please call everyone you know, both straight and gay, talk to people at work and in the stores where you shop, and ask them to vote for me.

When I win I will still need your continued support, for our work will have just begun.
WORD OF MOUTH
By Dennis Charles

ISLAND Halloween will be much the same this year. I hope so -- It's not the maddest night of the year in S. F. and it should be kept light 'n wild. — Have fun. See if you can tell who I am Halloween night. The KALENDAR COVER GIRLS are ready for Halloween. They're called the Vogue Angels. Can't tell you much about the costumes but in this issue you can see them at their approved shops. Take a stroll downtown Halloween too. — The KALENDAR COVER GIRLS.

ENTHUSIAST — A very serious new party will be shown to benefit the New Orleans fire fighters at the Castro Theatre. The KALENDAR COVER GIRLS are ready for Halloween. Be called the Vogue Angels. Can't tell you much about the costumes but in this issue you can see them at their approved shops. Take a stroll downtown Halloween too. — The KALENDAR COVER GIRLS.

Mw Ve...Kissy Dikki, Un-quote. Has struck again — one more S. F. mad woman), "Czarina de Truck Stop", for one week only.

Between O.'Farrell & Geary Sts. — 841 LARKIN STREET
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The above are my recommendations for election day. I am committed to adhering to them.

The central reason I urge a vote for Dianne is, she is the best person to accomplish the goals of the Board. I supported Dianne before it became the 'left of the left' to do so. Her commitment to free speech, the First Amendment is the first priority. A founder of the Board, she would bring valuable skills to the Board.

BEXLENNCE

Diane has acquired valuable experience abroad and during her first terms, she has helped to develop the city's policies to encourage the growth of the arts, culture, and to combat discrimination against the disabled. The records show that the police department has increased in the first priority. A founder of the Board, she would bring valuable skills to the Board.
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The central reason I urge a vote for Dianne is, she is the best person to accomplish the goals of the Board. I supported Dianne before it became the 'left of the left' to do so. Her commitment to free speech, the First Amendment is the first priority. A founder of the Board, she would bring valuable skills to the Board.
Your Community

**Valencia Valley**

16, Gang, I'm back again—Man of many faces, hot tears, Tacky Tacky Ruth. Yes, they're back. But from now on, finally I will sign off, MORRIS OF THE MILE because...

**Restaurants**

**Your Community**

**Ritch Street**

Coffee Don's

Hamburger Mary's

(Upstairs)

Charcoal Broiler

**Support**

Thank you, Pier, for a wonderful night and again thanks for my little Dog Lady from the Dogpatch the same night at the Rendezvous. You must do look different. Yes, Dog Lady, I know it was your birthday, but one of your pups (Terry, Tovy?) is understated. I hate to be on Ritch Street, won't let my team up, but Pier, you know how we all wanted our restaurant back on the market soon. If you can help us, the staff is really ready, not until wait until the end of the month. It's really down to money. They need to know what FTA-113 means. Any knowledge, hon? That wouldn't be real, but I don't get my invite until the 1st. Some staff getting a raise, and Terry, but please be careful.

**Eating**

1. Harshburger Mary's 1150 Folsom 626-3297 (B10)

2. The Reel 1324 7th St. 291-4900 (CC)

3. Folkstone Bistro 1147 Folkstone 861-1311 (B12)

**MSC**

1. Ben's Cigar Shop 585 Valencia 621-6305 (B10)

2. MCC 1078 Castoreno 280-0192 (CC)

3. A Time of Leather (B14)

4. Balboa 1501 Folsom 626-9430 (B13)

**DIRECTIONS**

Map: Map cost $3.00 by 10 times ($2.00, prepaid)

These shortcuts support the writing of Calendar

**Folsom**

Applicants Sponsors nice

Nov. 15 at Big Town

10 Harriet (6th & Folsom) 690-1200

**Mr. Kalendar**

So, let's all get together. We'll have a (Sned) house and the **Mr. Kalendar**

Town at a weekend. You can't help it, is it the (Sned) and you have your own (Sned)

Thank you, Bob Page, you're one hell of a writer. Thank you, Shirley, for a (Sned)

You won't have to tell me your story, etc.

**Folsom Prison**

See you all over there, whatever you do. There are all the barbers, same cubicle and everyone from South of Market.

**Party + Prizes**

For best uniforms & costumes

Male costumes only

No drag

Please

(continued on next page)
Castro Village (Eureka Valley's)
Oldest & Most Complete Line
Pet Shop

Castro Village - Castro Village

By Randy Johnson

WORTH REMEMBERING: The only thing that stays the same in life is change. He is, had me selling tickets at the MINT. I am now proud to be at the NAKED CAMP. The whole day was just one big help with me at the GRAPE. I don't think the GRAPE would be the same without me. I am now at the CAMP. I am now known as Titty by the by, is undergoing 11 AM to 7 PM and u ^ e r Lady Billie dancing there. Also J. B.'S HOUSE is taking shape and will be fantastik. They now show silent flicks. They hit home, beautifully. Dick's On Castro

Pet Supplies

4146 - 18th Street
San Francisco 94118
(415) 861-2101

The Indoor Gardener

CONTROL OF PESTS

Some of the most common house­hold plant pests are ants, mealybugs, and scale insects. Even though you don't have a great problem to indoor plants, you may have some pests. Here are a few suggestions on how to control them:

1. ants: some of the most common house­hold plant pests are ants. They can be a problem if they get into your plants. You can try using sugar water or a sugar solution as a bait. Ants are attracted to sugar, so place a shallow dish of sugar water near your plants to attract the ants. Be careful not to get the sugar on other plants nearby, as it can be harmful.

2. mealybugs: mealybugs are a common pest in indoor plants. They feed on the sap of plants, causing leaves to curl and plants to become weak. To control mealybugs, you can use a systemic insecticide or a miticide. You can also try a dormant oil spray, which works by smothering the mealybugs. Be sure to spray all sides of the plant, including the underside of the leaves.

3. scale insects: scale insects are a common pest in indoor plants. They can be a problem if they get into your plants. You can try using a systemic insecticide or a miticide. You can also try a dormant oil spray, which works by smothering the scale insects. Be sure to spray all sides of the plant, including the underside of the leaves.

For more information on controlling pests, you can visit the website of the Botanical Society of America.

The lunch time specials at the CAFE are now known as Titty THE DOGPATCH.

The lunch time specials at the CAFE are now known as Titty THE DOGPATCH.
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WE URGE YOU TO VOTE...

Over the past few years the Gay Community has developed a political strength unmatched by any other community in the city.

In order to maintain that strength and to insure Responsible representation in city government on the issues that affect us all, we urge you to vote on November 6 for the following candidates:

DIANNE FEINSTEIN
JEFF MASONEK
JACK MORRISON
DOROTHY von BEROLDINGEN

CASTRO STREET NURSERY

252 A CASTRO
527 - 2562
ENTRANCE NEXT TO AQUARIUS RECORDS

Indoor/outdoor plants, trees, shrubs.
Specializing in landscaping, decks, patios, and commercial rental and maintenance.

HALLOWEEN COSTUME BALL

7 p.m. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31st
IN THE GODFATHER ROOM

Off the LEVEL

527 club
527 BRYANT ST. (between 3rd & 4th Sts.)

LIVE MUSIC
ALL BUSES WELCOME
SEPARATE ENTRANCE - STAGE COSTUME BALL FOR BUS PEOPLE!

PRIZES
$50 - BEST BUS
$30 - BEST COSTUME AT BALL 1st PLACE
$20 - BEST COSTUME AT BALL 2nd PLACE

$50 DONATION GOES TO INTERCLUB FUND

SIR 1973
HALLOWEEN SPECTACULAR!
Wednesday, October 31 - 9 PM - 83 Sixth Street
MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT
PAUL WINTERSTEIN and Company
with Road Apple Vandeville Act

Free Midnight Buffet
Enter Box until 2 am
Donation $3.00
Coffee, soft drinks and snacks until 4 am after 1:00 am $1.50
Reserved Tables for $4.10.00

Prizes for Costumes awarded at midnight

Dorothy Drag Bar
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WE URGE YOU TO VOTE...

Over the past few years the Gay Community has developed a political strength unmatched by any other community in the city.
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Wednesday, October 31 - 9 PM - 83 Sixth Street
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The Pro basketball season has now begun for the Golden State A's to their second straight World Championship Jackson, with Jackson in leading the Oakland A's to the fire in winning the World Series four and Catfish Hunter, led the cap's to their five...
Come Twice!

Sunday, October 28th
10 PM

Our 11th Annual HALLOWEEN PARTY

with Guest M.C.s
TERRY TAYLOR and
Empress Candidate LADY FRAU

HARD CIDER FOR ENTRANTS:

CLUB RENDEZVOUS
567 SUTTER ST.
781-3949

Apollo's Temple

by Maurice Evans

I started my body building at the age of 12. I was a normal skinny kid who was interested in athletics. I didn't want to be a jock, but I thought it would be nice to have a little bit of muscle. I started to lift weights and work on my body. It was hard work, but I enjoyed it. I wanted to be strong and fit, to have a good physique. I wanted to be able to do things that were difficult for other people.

I started to eat more properly and workouts three times a week. I would go to the gym two months ago and now I have been working out every day. I feel better and I look better. I am happy with my progress. I want to continue to work on my body and to get stronger. I think that body building is a good way to improve your health and to feel better about yourself.
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Chapter 2

During the week Peter stayed in Salt Lake City, Mike fell in love with him, reaching out for their first kiss. Mike's love for Peter was more than just physical; he was drawn to Peter's gentle nature and the way he made him feel safe and loved. The two spent many evenings together, walking through the streets of Salt Lake City, hand in hand, their heads close together as they laughed and talked about their dreams for the future.

One day, as they sat on a bench in the park, Mike looked into Peter's eyes and declared his love for him. Peter was shocked but touched by the words, and he responded with a smile, saying, "I love you too, Mike. I never thought I could feel this way about anyone, but you make me feel alive." The park was silent as they both basked in the warmth of their newly shared emotions.

Mike leaned in for a kiss, and Peter responded, his heart racing with excitement. They kissed gently, their lips moving slowly as the world around them faded into a dreamy haze. As they pulled away, Peter whispered, "Thank you, Mike. I never thought I could be loved like this." Mike smiled, his eyes shining with happiness, "You will always be loved, Peter, more than you know." And with that, they knew their love would be a forever bond, a treasure they would cherish for the rest of their lives.
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776-5822 (B20).

SUNNY, enclosed porch, newly
renovated, 2-1/2, $650, 673-8627 (B20).

COZY STUDIO APT. Great soc-
ter location, near 17th St., 667-0616.
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THE SANCTUARY
1601 MARKET AT 21H 861-9462

OPEN 6AM 'TILL 2AM

• DRAFT .25
• WINE .25
EVERY NIGHT